
Preface

An African Biographical Dictionary was first pub- than they have ever been; African performers tour
lished in 1994 by ABC-CLIO of Santa Barbara, the major entertainment venues of Europe, Asia and
California, a publishing house with a long and the Americas; and scientists and entrepreneurs from
distinguished record in historical reference work. Africa are found in the laboratories and board rooms
That first edition book received awards from the of major institutions.
American Library Association and other professional Also striking has been the rise of the number of
groups and was widely praised by reviewers. From women leaders in all fields, and the increasing
the start it was intended to bring together historical articulation of a distinctively African feminist voice.
personages as well as contemporary ones covering African women are doing this from a variety of
sub-Saharan Africa. For a decade it has served the perspectives as world-class writers, political leaders
needs of students, scholars and the general public, and academics. They are often challenging African
but a decade is a long time in the changing world of patriarchy in the same terms that their parents’
Africa. It is time for a revision and a new edition. generation challenged colonialism.

Since the first edition was published, Africa has Just as the independence generation lifted up
been drawn even more tightly into the global magisterial figures like Nelson Mandela, Jomo
economy. The independence movement that began Kenyatta and Léopold Senghor, so the challenges of
in the 1950s has been completed, but most of the recent years have generated new leaders. The
first generation of independence leaders have passed economic crisis has been a cause of suffering, but it
away. Many of the younger notables in Africa were has also created opportunities for African entrepren-
children when independence came, and a substantial eurs, a category that barely existed 10 years ago.
minority were not even born. While the first edition Health problems are being confronted by research
listed 10 pages of political figures, there was scientists and field workers who deal directly with
slightly more than half a page of scientists and a the immediate needs of Africa.
mere four artists. Not only are the arts, sciences and This second edition presents 713 biographical
cultures far more represented in this edition, the sketches of historical and contemporary Africans
men and women themselves reflect the increased from a wide range of fields of achievement. Of these
globalism of our world. In the past, Africans who sketches,170 are new entries, and 349 have been
operated in Europe or America were often in exile, rewritten from the first edition. This represents an
had taken asylum or moved to the West to escape increase of 30 percent. Six previous entries have
the limitations of apartheid. Today, there are many been dropped.
African writers, performers and intellectuals who are The new entries have greater breadth than that
world figures in their own right. They move found in the first edition, largely because there are
effortlessly across the international stage, limited more Africans on the world stage in more and varied
only by their talents and opportunities. As a fields than ever before. This edition adds more
consequence, African artists are far more recognized religious leaders, business people, educators, sports-
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men/women and scientists. There are also a few in a are not reviewed or checked, the ones on Africa are
new category—terrorist. of generally acceptable quality and accuracy. Never-

The revisions range from substantial updates in theless, they should never be used without support-
some cases to smaller factual details in others. The ing research. It should be noted that articles about
sketches take into account newer interpretations of prominent Africans from former Portuguese, French
the importance of certain personalities. Since the and German colonies are often fuller and more
first edition, Internet resources have become avail- complete in those language editions of wikipedia.
able, and these have been included in the cross- When a person has a Web page, that is given, again
references. with the caveat that these are promotional and not

The format for each entry has not been changed. unbiased.
Each is headed by the name of the person, with the More detailed bibliographies can be found in
principal name in capitals. Since names have many of the references or in the excellent UNESCO
symbolic and even descriptive meaning among General History of Africa, published in eight volumes
Africans, a person may have several names, not to between 1981 and 1993 by the University of
mention a wide variety of spellings when they are California Press.
rendered into Western languages. In general, the There are several addenda at the end of the
names are alphabetized according to the commonly volume. One lists present-day states and their
accepted name, following local customs. Where capitals, with colonial names. A group of political
family names are used—as in Sierra Leone, Liberia maps follows. The next appendix gives the political
and elsewhere—these are given as the principal leaders of each state since independence. If more
name. Where custom dictates that the given name is than one name for the country has been used, it is
the principal name, that is used. given with the proper years, and this is followed by

The name is followed by the present-day the year of independence and the last occupying
country or countries where the person was signifi- power. A final listing gives all entries by present-
cant, and the dates of birth and death. It proved too day country.
complex and confusing to use contemporary names Let me express my gratitude to those who
of states, kingdoms and colonies from various provided assistance and advice. Although he bears
periods, so the current African state was chosen as a no responsibility for this second edition, I wish to
means of fixing the location geographically. Dates of acknowledge Henry Rasof, who saw the first edition
birth and death are those most widely accepted, and from an idea to completion when he was editor with
when the dates can only be approximated, a ABC-CLIO. Todd Hallman and Susan McCrory
question mark is used. served as project editors on the first edition as well.

The full name is repeated in the first sentence of When Grey House Publishing took on the second
the entry, with any proper title. Titles have been edition, Ms. Toby Raymond became the amiable
removed from the heading to avoid confusion with and encouraging overseer of this volume.
designations in local languages that were sometimes In the first edition, I thanked librarians and
mistaken for proper names. The opening sentence archivists who made the information-gathering
indicates the reason for the person’s prominence, possible, especially those from my “home” school,
and this is followed by a chronological biographical St. Mary’s University of San Antonio. I am also in
sketch. For cultural personalities, there is also a brief debt to librarians at Rice University, the University
evaluation of their works. When anyone who is of Toronto, Howard University and the Africa
profiled in the book is mentioned in another entry, Room of the Library of Congress. These days,
that name appears in capitals on its first use in that librarians are known as “information specialists,”
entry. because new electronic data have transformed their

Most sketches close with a brief selection of profession. But I am also grateful to the computer
general references from sources commonly found in sophisticates who took me past several panic at-
universities and public libraries. Any autobiogra- tacks—you know who you are!
phies and the principal biographies are listed. A few
Internet sources are given, including the huge
collection of wikipedia. Although wikipedia articles Norbert Brockman, S.M.
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assembly, however. Compaoré was re-elected in
1998 and 2005, although the latter was disputed
because of a 2000 constitutional amendment that
imposed term limits. He argued that the amend-
ment was not retroactive, and he won with 80
percent of the vote.

References: afr, PLBA, RWWA, wiki.

CONTÉ, Lansana
(Guinea, 1934– )

Brigadier-General Lansana Conté, military strong-
man and head of state, succeeded the legendary
Sékou TOURÉ as president of Guinea.

Conté attended military schools in Côte d’Ivoire
and Sénégal before joining the French army in 1955.
When a Guinean army was organized at the time of
independence (1958), he transferred there and rose
rapidly in rank.

President Touré was supportive of the liberation
movement led by Amílcar CABRAL in neighboring
Guinea-Bissau, which had its headquarters in Co-

Blaise Compaoré
nakry, the capital of Guinea. Around 1961, using
Guinean bases, Cabral’s forces began occupyingthat followed, Sankara and 13 comrades were
sections of Guinea-Bissau, and Conté was assignedgunned down. Compaoré was appalled and devastat- to provide assistance. In 1975 he was promoted to

ed by Sankara’s death, and spent three days in bed to colonel and made chief of the army general staff. In
get over the shock. Because the two had been such 1984, Touré died during heart surgery and the army
close friends, the nation was equally dismayed and seized power, with Conté emerging at the head of
there was international protest. the governing military council.

Compaoré took the reins of power with little Conté acted to remove the most repressive
change at first, but he soon began putting his own features of the Touré regime as he announced the
stamp on the government. He dismissed Sankara’s “end of a bloody and ruthless dictatorship.” He
revolutionary committees, which operated through- released hundreds of political prisoners and invited
out the country, and replaced them with new groups exiles to return. Press censorship and travel restric-
that were unarmed. In 1989 there was a coup tions were lifted. He liberalized the economy, which
attempt by his first and second deputies, and after a brought foreign investors back to the country,
trial, both were executed. He dropped some unpop- looking for opportunities in the mining sector. In
ular taxes, relaxed state controls over the economy, foreign policy, Guinea began to turn toward the
and encouraged foreign investment. His father-in- West, repudiating much of its past Marxist dogma.
law, President Félix HOUPHOUÉT-BOIGNY of All this change did not sit well with other members
Côte d’Ivoire, encouraged him when he dropped of the military council, and in 1985 several officers
Marxism as the official doctrine in 1991. mounted a coup against Conté. Loyal soldiers,

At the same time, Compaoré made a cautious however, crushed the revolt, and Conté emerged
move toward political liberalization, legalizing “po- with increased popularity among the people. Now
litical formations in the anti-imperialist struggle” freed of political obligations to the military council,
and expanding press freedom. He nonetheless kept he brought numbers of civilians into the govern-
tight control of the electoral process. His four ment.
opponents boycotted the 1992 election, and he was In subsequent years, however, Conté became
returned unopposed. Ten parties won seats in the distrustful of subordinates and moved to a more
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authoritarian style, ruling by decree and ignoring
his cabinet. Despite his campaign against govern-
ment corruption, he has been unable to root it out of
his own government, admitting that “incessant
embezzlement, laxity in implementing budget esti-
mates and malfunctioning of our administrative
system have created a situation that has finally
paralyzed all the recovery programs that have been
launched.” Despite setbacks, however, the economy
has shown improvement, and Conté has moved
again toward liberalization. Economic reform fol-
lowed the norms of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), involving currency devaluation and
sharply reduced government budgets. Predictably,
inflation followed with deteriorating public services.
The army mutinied in 1996 over salary payments,
but the government survived after loyalist forces
barely saved the presidential palace.

Political liberalization has moved more cau-
tiously. Parties were legalized in 1991, and an open
election was held in 1993, in which Conté received
a slim majority. In 1996, he increased that to 56
percent. A 2001 referendum to extend his term of
office passed overwhelmingly, and he was re-elected
with 95 percent of the vote in 2003, as the
opposition boycotted what they considered rigged
elections.

References: afr, PLBA, RWWA, wiki.

Wessek Johannes “Hansi” Cronje

CRONJE, Wessek match against West Indies, “thoroughly forgetta-
ble.” Cronje hit his stride in late 1992 after thisJohannes “Hansi”
sputtering start, tearing through the Indian team(South Africa, 1969–2002)
and posting his first Test century, 135 in a first-
innings total of 275. His second century came nineHansi Cronje was one of the most gifted cricket
months later against a hapless Sri Lanka.players in the history of the game. He played for

In 1994 Cronje became interim captain andSouth Africa from 1992 to 2000, and served as
began a string of great games. South Africa bestedcaptain from 1994. All that came crashing down
Australia twice, with Cronje named Man of thewhen it was revealed that he was involved in a
Match in the final. By the end of the year Cronjegame-fixing scheme for money. It became the
was full captain, leading the team to a series ofgreatest scandal in cricket history.
victories while racking up enviable scores. He wentCronje was born in Bloemfontein to an Afrikan-
into 2000 carrying the reputation as one of theer family. He went directly from schoolboy cricket
finest cricketers in the world. Cronje was an intenseto the Orange Free State team at age 18. After
player, almost to the point of obsession, and hisjoining the South African national team, he made
chief obsession was rivalry with Australia, thehis international debut against Australia in the
premier team of that period. He played in Southopener of the 1992 World Cup in Sydney, which
Africa’s first Test match after South Africa wasSouth Africa took by nine wickets. In the semi-
readmitted to the world of sport following the 22-finals against England he scored 24 on a rain-soaked

ground, but the BBC called his later maiden Test year ban under the apartheid government. Cronje,
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seen as a man of unbending morality and a sincere first African to graduate from the CMS’s new
college, Fourah Bay Institute. Crowther continuedpracticing Christian, became the public face of
as a tutor there and became an evangelist beforeSouth African cricket. To much of the world, he
returning to England in 1841 to be ordained anrepresented a renewed South African sport.
Anglican priest. He married a woman he had metWith this background, the first rumors of
on the slave ship, who was baptized Susanna. One ofCronje’s involvement in game-fixing were easily
their children later became archdeacon of the Deltadismissed. He had admitted in a newspaper inter-
Mission, which Crowther had founded.view that he was offered $250,000 to fix a game

Crowther was the ideal candidate for the CMS’sagainst India in 1998, but he had not reported the
intended purpose of creating an indigenous Africanbribe to authorities. Finally, in April 2000, he
church. Intelligent and reliable, soft-spoken andconfessed to taking gifts and money from bookmak-
devoted, he was Victorian in his manners anders to influence the results of games. He was
African in his outlook. The progressive secretary ofconvicted by a public commission and banned from
the CMS, Henry Venn, took him under his tutelagecricket for life.
and passed on his vision of an African churchTwo years later, Cronje died in a plane crash,
“independent of foreign aid or superintendence.” Inwhen he hitched a ride in a private propjet after
1843, Crowther was posted to Abeokuta, Nigeria.missing a scheduled flight. He left a record of 3,714
In a poignant moment, he saw and recognized hisTest runs in 68 matches, with an average of 38.64,
mother there. In 1848 he baptized her.with six Test centuries.

Crowther believed that Christianity and tradeReference: EB, wiki.
were inseparable. In 1854 and 1857 he accompanied
William BAIKIE’s expeditions up the Niger River
and wrote two accounts of the voyages.

CROWTHER, Samwel He remembered much of his childhood Yoruba
and preached in the Yoruba language. He translatedAjayi the New Testament and The Book of Common Prayer

(Nigeria, 1806?–1891) into Yoruba and published a small dictionary of the
language in 1857. Crowther could put aside his

Bishop Samwel Ajayi Crowther was the first African natural reticence in his evangelism. He was known
bishop in the Anglican church. His appointment to barge into sacred huts to destroy carvings of
was part of the movement to create an indigenous Yoruba gods. In 1857 he was made head of the
African mission, but the movement failed in the face Niger Mission and, as the work developed and plans
of colonial British missionary resistance to African were laid for the first African-staffed diocese, he was
leadership. the only choice to head it. In 1864, Crowther was

Crowther was a Yoruba youth when he was consecrated with the title of “Bishop for West
captured by Muslim slavers during the civil wars Africa beyond British Jurisdiction” and was awarded
that devastated Nigeria during the early 1820s. His an honorary doctorate by Oxford University.
family was sold to Portuguese traders and then The Niger Mission came with serious problems.
liberated when a British cruiser on antislavery patrol Crowther’s position was not well defined, and he
seized the ship and released its human cargo in faced opposition from resident Anglicans as well as
Freetown, Sierra Leone. Sierra Leone was established from Africans. Perhaps most significantly, his
as a recaptive colony, a settlement where former personnel from Sierra Leone were inadequately
slaves, who often did not know their origins, could trained, knew little of the local languages, and
be safely resettled in Africa. Due to the mix of adapted poorly to the climate. Despite all of this,
Africans from many tribes and regions, it had the mission prospered, and within a few years there
neither a common African language nor a shared were 600 Christians with 10 priests and 14
tribal culture. catechists.

In Freetown, Crowther entered a school run by In the contemporary context of Social Darwin-
the Christian Missionary Society (CMS) and was ism—a doctrine that argued the existence of a
baptized a Christian in 1825, taking the name scientific basis for racial differences and posited the
Samwel (Samuel) Crowther. He was sent to England superiority of Whites—many Europeans believed in
for a year’s further schooling and then became the the moral obligation of the so-called advanced races
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to govern those who were “less developed.” This Anglican church law was flouted in the conduct of
theory provided an intellectual (and even scientific) the investigation. Crowther neither saw the report
justification for colonialism. Young liberal elements nor had any opportunity to reply to it. Finally, the
in the CMS dismantled Venn’s Africanization poli- finance committee met and suspended the Nigerian
cy, and increasing pressure was brought on Crowth- priests Crowther had ordained. The bishop, then
er by opponents of an African church. Sir George over 80, resigned his post in protest. Crowther’s
GOLDIE wanted English missionaries who would humiliation was a turning point that thwarted
advance British colonial designs. The new genera- African control and produced a foreign Church. In
tion of British missionaries, staunchly committed to another, parallel turn of events, it fostered the
the Christian duty of colonialism, refused to work growth of new African churches that were free of
under an African bishop, so Crowther was forced to White monopoly.
accept a White associate who was given control of Crowther was the victim of the twin thrusts of
finances. Because the establishment of an endow- colonialism and Western missionary zeal, both
ment for the Niger Mission was the key to its future underpinned by racist theories. At no point, how-
independence, this was a major blow to his prestige ever, were any accusations made against Crowther
and authority. himself, even though he was the obvious target.

Crowther was humiliated in a number of ways. Almost all Anglican historians have failed to reveal
His missionary ship, the Henry Venn, was taken from the exact accusations, and their racist nature was not
him and turned into a merchant vessel, making openly discussed until many years later.
Crowther dependent on traders for transport inland. References: AB, afr, dacb, DAHB, DNB, EB,
Anonymous and unproven accusations were made to MMA, WGMC. J.F.A. Ajayi, Christian Missions in
the CMS about the management of the mission, and Nigeria: 1841–1891 (1965).



Entries by Nation

Angola Pontien NDABANEZE
AFONSO I
ALVERE I Cameroon
Alexandre DO NASCIMENTO Ahmadou AHIDJO
José Eduardo DOS SANTOS Rudolf BELL
Lopo NASCIMENTO Mongo BETI
Antônio Agostino NETO Calixthe BEYALA
NZINGA Mbande Paul BIYA
Holden ROBERTO Jacques ECKEBIL
Jonas SAVIMBI John Ngu FONCHA

Engelbert MVENG
Benin Phillipe Louis OMBEDE
AGONGLO Ferdinand OYONO
Justin AHOMADÉGBÉ-TOMETIN Martin-Paul SAMBA
Sourou Migan APITHY
BEHANZIN Cape Verde
Bernard GANTIN Amílcar CABRAL
GEZO Cesaria EVORA
GLELE António Mascarenhas MONTIERO
Mathieu KÉRÉKOU Arsitides PEREIRA
Angelique KIDJO Pedro PIRES
Hubert MAGA
Godfrey Ubeti NZAMUJO

Central African RepublicChristophe SOGLO
Bartélemy BOGANDA
Jean-Bédel BOKASSABotswana
David DACKO

BATHOEN I
Félix EBOUÉ

Gaositwe CHIEPE
Abdré KOLINGBA

Bessie HEAD
KHAMA III

ChadSeretse KHAMA
Idriss DÉBYDavid LIVINGSTONE
Félix EBOUÉQuett MASIRE
Hisséne HARBRÉPeter MMUSI
Félix MALLOUM
Goukouni OUEDDEIBurkina Faso
Ngartha TOMBALBAYEBlaise COMPAORÉ

Sangoulé LAMIZANA
ComorosBernard Lédéa OUÉDRAOGO
Ahmed ABDALLAH AbderrahmanIdrissa OUÉDRAOGO
Said Mohammed CHEIKHRasmane OUÉDRAOGO
Bob DENARDThomas SANKARA
Said Mohammed DJOHARSobonfu SOMÉ
Ali MROIVILIWOBOGO
Ali SOILIHMaurice YAMÉOGO

Sayé ZERBO

Congo
Burundi AFONSO I
Jean-Baptiste BAGAZA ALVERE I
Pierre BUYOYA Pierre Savorgnan de BRAZZA
Michel MICOMBERO ;bf DIOGO I
MWAMBUTSA IV Mary KINGSLEY
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Africa since Independence: Nations and
Major Leaders

Date of independence and name of former colonial power appear in parentheses following the name of each
independent nation.

Angola (1975, Portugal) Pierre Nkurunziza (2005–)
Antônio Agostinho NETO (1975–1979)
José Eduardo DOS SANTOS (1979–)

Cabo Verde. See Cape Verde

Benin (Dahomey, 1960–1975) (1960, France)
Cape Verde (1975, Portugal)Hubert MAGA (1960–1963)
Aristides PEREIRA (1975–1991)Christophe SOGLO (1963–1964)
António Mascarenhas MONTEIRO (1991–2001)Sourou Migan APITHY (1964–1965)
Pedro Pires (2001–)Christophe SOGLO (1965–1967)

Alphonse Alley (1967–1968)
Emile-Derlin Zinsou (1968–1969) Cameroon (1960–1961, Republic of East
Paul Emile de Souza (1969–1970) Cameroon, France; 1961–1972, Federal Republic
Hubert MAGA (1970–1972) of Cameroon, including part of a British trust
Justin AHOMADÉGBÉ-TOMETIN (1972) territory; 1972, joined to form the United
Mathieu KÉRÉKOU (1972–1991) Cameroon Republic)
Nicephore Soglo (1991–1996) Ahmadou AHIDJO (1960–1982)
Mathieu KÉRÉKOU (1996–2006) Paul BIYA (1982–)
Yayi Boni (2006–)

Central African Republic (Central AfricanBotswana (1966, Great Britain)
Empire, 1976–1979) (I960, France)Seretse KHAMA (1966–1980)

David DACKO (1960–1965)Quett MASIRE (1980–1998)
Jean-Bédel BOKASSA (1966–1979)Festus Gontebanye Mogae (1998–)
David DACKO (1979–1981)
Andre KOUNGBA (1981–1993)

Burkina Faso (Haute Volta/Upper Volta, Ange-Félix Patasse (1993–2002)
1960–1984) (1960, France) François Bozizé (2002–)

Maurice YAMÉOGO (1960–1966)
Sangoulé LAMIZANA (1966–1970)

Chad (I960, France)Gerard Ouédraogo (1970–1974)
Ngartha Francois TOMBALBAYE (1960–1975)Sangoulé LAMIZANA (1974–1980)
Félix MALLOUM (1975–1979)Sayé ZERBO (1980–1982)
Goukouni OUEDDEI (1979–1982)Jean-Baptiste Ouédraogo (1982–1983)
Hissène HABRE (1982–1990)Thomas SANKARA (1983–1987)
Idriss DÉBY (1990–)Blaise COMPAORÉ (1987–)

Burundi (1962, Belgium) Comoros (1975, France. See also Mayotte)
Mwami MWAMBUTSA IV (1962–1966) Ahmed ABDALLAH Abderrahman (1975)
MwamiNtareV (l966) Ali SOILIH (1975–1978)
Michel MICOMBERO (1966–1976) Ahmed ABDALLAH Abderrahman / Muhammad
Jean-Baptiste BAGAZA (1976–1987) Ahmed (co-presidents, 1978)
Pierre BUYOYA (1987–1993) Ahmed ABDALLAH Abderrahman (1978–1989)
Melchior Ndadaye (1993) Said DJOHAR (1989–1996)
Cyprien Ntaryamira (1993–1994) Mohamed Taki Abdulkarim (1996–1998)
Sylvestre Ntibantunganya (1994–1996) Tajidine ben Said Massounde (interim, 1998–1999)
Pierre BUYOYA (1996–2003) Azali Assoumani (1996–2006)
Domitien Ndayizeye (2003–2005) Ahmed Abdallah Sambi (2006–)
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